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On June 5, 1984 the Metal Industry Award Negotiation Committee, representing the
13 unions in the Metal Trades Federation of Unions, held a special meeting to review
the progress in implementing the industry policy provisions of the prices and Incomes
Accord. At that meeting the following resolution was carried unanimously.

"The Metal Unions Negotiation and Campaign Committee expresses its concern at
the continued rejection by Government ofproviding an adequate basis for the Metal
Manufacturing Industries to contribute to the economy to the extent that it can.

We assert that a clear combination of import replacement as well as export expansion
is essential if industry modernisation is to be effected, if employment growth is to be
promoted in real and significant terms and if the benefits of expansionary economic
strategies are to be maximised and fully realised.

We reject outright as ineffective and destructive those industry strategies which
predominantly rely on indirect mechanisms and the so called strictures of the market.
They will not provide su{ficient jobs. They will increase the drain of resources and
they will continue to destroy the base of skill and technological development.

We call on the Federal Government to change the direction of its industry policies in
the form of an unequivocal commitment to the manufacturing industry whilst there is
still time to do so.

We call on the Federal Government to provide real tripartite management of
industrial development with proper and responsible regard to the principal partners
in industry. The Employers and the Unions resent the purely ideological influences
exerted on Government from academics and bureaucrats who hold the principal
parties in industry at arms length in favour of theorising to make us fit into an unreal
world.

In the meantime even in expanding economic circumstances major vital metal
industry companies are closing at the rate of one per week.

continuing level of more than g7o unemployment cannot be accepted in a country
well as endowed as in Australia. It spells disaster at the onset of any further
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recession.

The Metai Unions adopt the interim report and the proposals based in the example of

four industry sectors in the Metal Industry and determines to present them to

Government.

We express strong criticism of the delay in getting the full tripartite industry

development apparatus into operation and at the inadequacy of information relating

to industry policy decisions before they are frnally' determined.

We determine to seek a full discussion on all the related matters with the Prime

Minister.

We call for the AMC to coordinate a Government funded public awareness campaign

to promote the need for a substdantial manufacturing industry to re-establish full

employment.

we also determine: To discuss the matter ruith employers organisation

Inform the ACTU and State Trade and Labor Councils

Meetings of all \Ietal L nion Oflicials in each State

A fully representative meeting of officials at national

level

Shop Steward Meetings in all Metropolitan and Regional

centres

: Launch a Nationwide petition to support our approach

: That we lead from the Shop Stewards to mass stop work

rallies of the membership

Request the ACTU for a seminar of all those appointed

to Industry Councils as soon as possible
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An early meeting of metal trades union representatives

and machinery and metal Engineering, Basic Metals,

Electrical and Electronic, Metal

Industry Councils.

Fabricated Products

Job and industry meetings and deputations to members of

the Federal Caucus.

To meet again in six weeks to further plan the

campaign."

As the resolution indicates, the Metal Unions attach the highest priority to the

speediest possible return to full employment. We note that on present economic and

industrial policies forecast, unemployment will remain at a serious Ievel for the

foreseeable future. We believe that the employment objective should be achieved

through a combination of policies including

* expnsionarymacroeconomicstrategies

* redistribution, tax and wealth programmes

* effective industry development strategies involving -

i) across-the-board manufacturing industry; modernisation

programmes;

ii) specific industrial expansion programmes for the

key metals and engineering technology industries,

based on a combination of import replacemenb and

export expansion;

iii) an effective and well resourced consultative decision

making framework involving government, employers and

trade unions.

To this end a study has been commissioned into the issues of full emplo-"-ment and

industrial development. The results show that considerable advances can be made
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towards the achievement of our objectives over a comparati,.-ei1- short period of time.

On behalf of the Metal Unions I would like to thank the au:hors of this Report for the
work they have done. It provides an example of the approach :o industry development
policy that the Metal unions wiil continue to purs;e I.,r,ould only hope that the
consensus objective underlying this report proves to be ach:e,,.ab1e. It will certainly be
at the forefront of Metal Union and employ'er endeaicir: to convince Govenment to
implement an appropriate industry developrnen[ *r.ic,,- before it is too late, with all
that would imply for the future of industrv. rhe ec.,:u=.,' and the prices and Incomes
Accord

Laurie Carmichael Secretary Metal Industr.,,-{:c216i \egotiation Committee
August 1984.
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